
 
  

 

SAMPLE HANDBOOK ON HYGIENE AND SAFETY MEASURES 
USING SHOPPING CENTERS IN GERMANY AS AN EXAMPLE

CORONAVIRUS / COVID-19 
V 2.0 / 23 FEBRUARY 2021

A WORKING TOOL FOR CITIES, MUNICIPALITIES, AND OFFICIAL POLICY MAKERS AS WELL AS  

CENTER OPERATORS, OWNERS, AND TENANTS
V 2.0



The purpose of this document is to support owners, 
operators, cities, municipalities, and official decision 
makers in the course of their work by means of current 
best-practice examples. 

In a factual and exemplary manner, it illustrates how 
the risk of infection can be minimized via documen-
ted solutions featuring high standards, and how the 
necessary requirements can be met.

The range of solutions demonstrates the variety of 
options that are available to meet the requirements, 
depending on the respective local regulations as well 
as on to what extent the pandemic has been contai-
ned.

The corporate initiatives relating to compliance with 
the protective measures against the coronavirus and 
the stabilization of business operations are presented 
as examples and are intended to serve as recom-
mendations. They are by no means exhaustive and 
must always be compared with the current legal and 
regulatory requirements.

The sample handbook can be used to compare 
and review the individual measures offered as solu-
tions and, if necessary, to optimize them. As part of 
our work toward further development, updates will be 
made and suggestions or advice that can be used to 
support and protect companies as well as individuals 

in the best possible manner on this road to the „new 
normal“ are very welcome as they will help ensure 
that the vibrancy of our marketplaces is safeguarded.

We believe in common sense, discipline, and creativi-
ty – and we are confident in our ability to prove that 
with permanent application and updating of the de-
fined hygiene and safety measures, retailers and gas-
tronomy facilities do not pose any risk of infection or 
further spread of the pandemic.

FOREWORD

A year of living through a pandemic, with partial 
or complete shutdowns of the economy, and the 
associated, ongoing critical situation faced by the 
retail sector, retail real estate, and city centers, calls 
for new stabilizing concepts and strategies.

Hitherto familiar retail structures and concepts, and 
thus retail real estate, are being called into question 
to a certain extent.

The desire for an eclectic varie-
ty of shopping, culture, encoun-
ters, lingering opportunities, and 
experiences is undeniable. Re-
sponsibility on the part of all par-
ties involved is required in order 
to revive and stabilize the life 
of the marketplaces under the 
„new conditions“, and things 
must be done at the right time.

The vibrant culture of market-
places and, by extension, of 
city centers will thus take on a 
new dimension. Retail, shopping malls, and gastro-
nomy are of particular significance in this context. 
Long-lasting measures to contain the pandemic, 
which cannot be constrained in terms of time, un-
derscore the economic and sociological importan-
ce of vibrant marketplaces.

The analysis and evaluation of the 

current situation, with regard to 

the behavior of the population, 

clearly shows that the control of 

and active exertion of influence on 

compliance with the necessary 

rules of conduct is significantly 

more successful in shopping 

centers, in the retail industry, and 

in restaurants than in other public 

areas.

The development of economic and political stra-
tegies to keep malls, retail stores, and downtown 
areas alive must be combined with effective eco-
nomic development measures and binding stabi-
lizing regulations.

Against this backdrop, and with the knowledge 
that containment measures will continue to be 
necessary after the current lockdown ends, the 

task at hand is to develop and 
provide programmatic recom-
mendations on how to quickly 
ramp up brick-and-mortar retail 
while effectively employing cur-
rent hygiene concepts.

Shopping centers, associated 
gastronomy facilities, brick-
and-mortar retailers, and city 
centers have implemented 
tried-and-tested hygiene con-
cepts to mitigate the impact of 
the pandemic and are able to 
ensure safe business operations.

The tested, updated, and widely practiced re-
commendations for action demonstrate that 
retail and gastronomy facilities should not be 
viewed as potential sources of infection trans-
mission.

CITIES NEED THRIVING MARKETPLACES WITH PROMISING FUTURES 

Christine Hager Harald Ortner Markus Trojansky

The Board of Directors of the German Council of Shopping Places (GCSP)
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GENERAL INFORMATION

All measures concerning the gradual reopening of 
shopping centers and the relaxation of the restric-
tions imposed shall be preceded by rules gover-
ning conduct, control, and hygiene.

These are to be understood as necessary regula-
tions to ensure the steady and gradual reactiva-
tion of the retail sector.

The operation of named objects shall also inclu-
de, under specific conditions, the continued mini-
mization of contact to the extent possible for an 
undefined period of time. All necessary measures 
and activities shall be geared to that end.

Each shopping center operator, including its 
stores, gastronomy facilities, and stationary retai-
lers, shall submit a separate safety concept for 
its respective jurisdiction that demonstrates that 
safety and specified, proven guidelines aimed at 
minimizing contact and infection risks are adhe-
red to with a maximum degree of certainty.

As a result of the ongoing updating of knowled-
ge and experience gained by shopping center 
operators, active measures have been optimi-
zed and, based on analyses, solutions have been 
developed and implemented that demonstrate 
a high degree of safety for customers and emp-
loyees.

Such solutions offer customers purchasing secu-
rity, stabilize the economic situation, and prove 
that shopping centers and their associated gas-
tronomy facilities do not pose any infection risks.

1.1  GENERAL HYGIENE AND SAFETY STANDARDS
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GENERAL INFORMATION

The following suggestions and recommendations 
for action contained in the Sample Handbook on 
Hygiene and Safety Measures are preceded by 
the following: The pandemic and the dangers po-
sed by SARS – CoV2 are still present.

The degree of containment of the pandemic is 
highly dependent on the widespread implemen-
tation of key public health measures as well as 
compliance with hygiene and protection measu-
res in all sectors.

The gradual reopening and revitalization of shop-
ping centers, retail outlets, and gastronomy facili-
ties is preceded by the Code of Conduct as well 
as monitoring and hygiene rules.

• These are to be understood as necessary regu-
lations to ensure the steady and gradual reacti-
vation and stabilization of the aforementioned 
companies and to enable the gradual relaxa-
tion of the restrictions imposed. As a result, strict 
compliance with the defined standards is es-
sential.

• A stable and long-lasting reduction in the risk 
of infection is imperative in terms of the desired 
economic stabilization and approach to the 
“new normal”.

In addition to known legally binding federal and 
regional principles, our recommendation for all 
operational measures is that continued referen-
ce be made to the phase model.

• Phase Zero describes the basic and strict con-
tainment of the pandemic in terms of a strict 
lockdown.

• Phase One allows for incremental relaxati-
ons based on and derived from regional re-
gulatory requirements.

• Phase Two allows for a gradual return to a 
new normality, which shall also be determi-
ned by the Code of Conduct and hygiene 
in order to protect the population.

1.2  PHASE MODEL AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
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Observance of the following principles is recom-
mended: Different packages of measures are to 
be implemented in different phases for operators 
and those responsible.

The relaxations made possible in phases one and 
two shall be contingent upon a positive develop-
ment in the incidence of infection. They shall be 
derived from the central and regional assessments 
of the pandemic. That shall include a reversion to 
phase one or zero measures in the event of a ne-
gative development.

Hygiene measures and their updating or adapta-
tion to the current infection situation must be coor-
dinated with the competent authorities as a mat-
ter of principle. That shall include timely responses 
to locally occurring hot spots and local concentra-
tions of coronavirus mutations.

Operators of shopping centers, integrated stores/
tenants, brick-and-mortar retail, and gastronomy 
facilities shall submit a separate, officially coordi-

nated safety or hygiene concept for their areas 
of responsibility in accordance with current stan-
dards and proven guidelines for the minimization 
of infection risks.

The concepts are and shall be coordinated with 
and confirmed by the responsible local authorities. 
They shall be updated as soon as the legal frame-
work permits further openings or if new findings be-
come available. 



GENERAL INFORMATION

 OBJECTIVE: 

To educate and inform all customers with re-
gard to all measures at regular intervals and 
via various communication channels

 MEASURES:

→ notices posted at center entrances
→ notices posted along shopping 
 promenades (mall)
→ notices posted in restrooms
→ information displayed on digital screens  
 inside malls
→ information provided on the home pages
  of the center websites as well as detailed 
 explanations in the news sections of the 
 respective websites
→ use of social media (e.g., Facebook)
→ publication of newsletters
→ center announcements
→ radio spots
→ print / use of press (regular frequency) 
 and image ads

1.3  COMMUNICATION OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT
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Evidence shows that, after one year, basic hygie-
ne standards have been thoroughly implemented. 
Nevertheless, the sustained communication of 
basic measures specifically tailored to each pro-
perty and each region is vital, both prior to a visit 
and on site.

In addition to the requirements relating to the safe-
ty of customers, employees, and service providers, 
legal aspects must be considered in terms of en-
forceability and liability.

 Animated communication of the Code of Conduct on all digital 

info screens in the mall



GENERAL INFORMATION

 OBJECTIVE: 

to utilize all channels

 MEASURES:

→ information provided on the home pages 
 of center websites
→ newsletters
→ Facebook / Instagram

1.4  COMMUNICATION OF THE RULES AND MEASURES VIA SOCIAL MEDIA
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 Website Centro  Facebook Centro  Facebook Remspark  Attention-grabbing web teasers and Facebook posts

 Website Europapassage HH  Website Beetzsee Center Brandenburg

Datum I Referent I © MEC 2020 

Marketing & PR 

12 

Beispiele Maßnahmen Kundenkommunikation - Online 

!  Aufmerksamkeitsstarke Web-Teaser für die Centerhomepages 

Datum I Referent I © MEC 2020 

Center Management 

23 

Kundeninformationen zum Infektionsschutz - Online 

!  diverse Facebook-Posts 

Datum I Referent I © MEC 2020 

Center Management 

23 

Kundeninformationen zum Infektionsschutz - Online 

!  diverse Facebook-Posts 



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

 OBJECTIVE: 

to clarify the social distancing rules that must be 
followed inside malls

 MEASURES:

→ use of gaffer tape for marking purposes
→ use of black tape to mark walking routes
 and red tape to mark distance spacing
 lines (checkerboard pattern)

2.1  OBSERVANCE OF SOCIAL DISTANCING RULES
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CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

 OBJECTIVE: 

to provide clear directional instructions that au-
tomatically keep visitors at a distance

 MEASURES:

→ establishment of right-hand / left-hand 
 traffic
→ use of Tensator barriers (people guidance 
 systems)

2.2  AVOIDANCE OF CONTACT
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CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

 OBJECTIVE: 

to comply with the maximum number of visitors 
per center as agreed with the authorities and to 
ensure compliance with the rules

 MEASURES:

→ digital footfall counting
→ video surveillance
→ security personnel

2.3  REGULATION AND RESTRICTION OF MALL ACCESS
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Seite 
6 Optimierungen Coronamaßnahmen 

besser sichtbare Beschilderung - Ausgang Ludgeristraße 

Seite 

6 



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.3  REGULATION AND RESTRICTION OF MALL ACCESS
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ONLY FEVER-FREE ACCESS TO SHOPPING CENTERS
New “Coronacontrol” Security System Instal-
led at Forum Schwanthalerhöhe: G2K’s „Parsi-
fal“ camera innovation ensures greater safety 
at shopping centers and other public areas by 
means of its automatic fever and mask detec-
tion capability – field-tested on the property 
and positively assessed by policymakers and 
local decision-makers.

For additional information, please contact: 
Forum Schwanthalerhöhe, Munich

 Economics Minister Hubert Aiwanger proudly presents the new „Coronacontrol“ technology at Forum Schwanthalerhöhe.

 „No Mask Detected?” or 38.2 degrees? Do not enter. The coronavirus 

control system detects fevers and the non-use of masks.

• deployment of at least two security guards per  

entrance

• partial deployment of security personnel on the sales 

floors as well

• use of security personnel as parking lot attendants

• use of „shopping cart management“, including  

hygiene measures

• Wireless or battery-operated sensors detect “detect the 

direction” of people entering and leaving reference 

surface areas. (Reference surface areas with several 

entrances and exits can also be counted using multiple 

sensor units.) 

• Each visitor is automatically shown whether or not he/she 

is allowed in the reference surface area.

• The „count“ is shown via various displays, customer 

stoppers, or simply „on demand“ by means of an app for 

tablets or smartphones.

• The system displays „Advance Warning“ and „Warning“ 

when defined reference values are exceeded. The values 

for „maximum number of people“ (red) and „number of 

people for advance warning display activation“ (yellow) 

can be freely defined in the settings.

• The technology has been developed as a plug&play solu-

tion and can be put into operation in a matter of minutes.

EXPENDITURE WITHOUT DIGITAL ACCESS 
CONTROL

(average values taken from the retail/ food segment)

Digital Control of the Access Control System

↕
APPLICATION

Digital Control of the Access Control System

↕
FUNCTION

 „Separation systems“ reduce personnel costs in controlled areas 

by up to 35%

 OBJECTIVE: 

to replace checks by security personnel with 
digital access controls



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.4  MEASURES TO LIMIT THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS IN STORES (NUMBER OF SQ M/CUSTOMERS)
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to control the number of visitors in individual 
stores through various counting systems

• employees count visitors at entrances and exits, thereby 

determining the total number of visitors

• exact control of the number of visitors is ensured

• low costs for app or counter

• heavily favored by the public order office, as binding 

• visitor numbers can be given

• labor cost-intensive for stores with more than one  

entrance (hypermarkets, etc.)

• visitors are issued a chip/token upon mall entry

• number of visitors in the store can be counted

• very low costs for chips

• heavily favored by the public order office, as binding 

visitor numbers can be given

• labor-cost intensive for small stores since one staff  

member must always be present

• visitors are counted by means of an automated  

counting system

• optimum solution, but used by only few stores

• system indicates when maximum visitor number is  

reached

• fairly expensive retrofitting 

• admission of individual customers 

• suitable for small stores: only one customer is permitted, 

others wait in the entrance area

• low costs for necessary notices

• customers might be dissatisfied with waiting times  

(hairdresser, travel agency, cellphone store)

MANUAL COUNTER / COUNTING APP CHIP FOR CUSTOMERSCUSTOMER COUNTING SYSTEM ADMISSION CONTROL



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.5  MEASURES TO LIMIT THE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS IN STORES, CENTER LEVEL
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MULTI COVID-19 CONSUMER IMPACT SURVEY REPORT   |    MULTI    | 30

In Hungary, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, UK and Turkey most 

customers will continue to practice social distancing even 

after Covid-19 restrictions are over, from 78% in Hungary to 

87% in Spain. In Italy, Ukraine, and Slovakia, respectively 74%, 

77% and 71% of customers state that they will maintain using 

social distancing, with a high average survey response rate 

of 4/5 for these countries. Of the 9% of customers surveyed 

that will stop social distancing after restrictions are lifted, the 

majority was represented by men.

83% will continue practicing 
social distancing even 
after Covid-19 eases
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CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.6  ACCESS CONTROL IN FRONT OF STORES
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to comply with the prescribed social distancing 
rules as well as those governing the allowable 
number of people per square meter

 MEASURES:

→ distance marking lines on the floors of 
 malls
→ control carried out by personnel

MULTI COVID-19 CONSUMER IMPACT SURVEY REPORT   |    MULTI    | 29

RESULTS | EXPECTATIONS FOR CONCUMER SAFETY & SECURITY AFTER 2020

The highest share of customers who stated that they will avoid going to crowded spaces after Covid-19 was 

observed in Turkey, Spain, and Portugal, ranging from 69% to 77%. In Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Slovakia, and the 

UK, 56% to 63% of customers also shared this sentiment. A smaller range of 37% to 44% of customers in Latvia, 

Poland, and Ukraine, agreed with this statement.
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61% of respondents stated that they excpect to avoid 

going to crowded places after the pandemic has 

eased. A small share of visitors responded that they 

will return to go to crowded places after Covid-19 

restrictions have been lifted, the majority of this share 

represented by male and younger visitors.

CROWDS IN PUBLIC SPACES 
WERE A CONCERN
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CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.7  BARRIERS IN MALLS, IN STORES, AND AT COUNTERS
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to provide service to customers in accordance 
with the specifications by means of separate 
routing and, for example, upstream ordering 
zones

 MEASURES:

→ spacing markings on the floors of stores
→ barriers at checkouts and service 
 counters
→ control carried out by personnel



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.7  BARRIERS IN MALLS, IN STORES, AND AT COUNTERS
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CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.8  ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE ENTRANCES/EXITS
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to avoid contact

 MEASURES:

→ guidance systems on floors
→ installation of Tensator systems (people 
 guidance systems)



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.9  COMMUNICATION OF SOCIAL DISTANCING MEASURES IN SANITARY AREAS
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to communicate and ensure adherence to the 
required social distancing rules and hygiene 
regulations

 MEASURES:

→ barriers at urinals and sinks
→ Anstallation of information boards
→ deactivation of electric hand dryers 
 due to the risk of aerosols being spread 
 by air blowers

Seite 
9 Optimierungen Coronamaßnahmen 

hochwertigere Absperrungen in der WC-Anlage 
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Optimierungen Coronamaßnahmen 
hochwertigere Absperrungen in der WC-Anlage 
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Plärrermarkt Nürnberg Konzept Corona  //  © CEV 2020  //  7

Corona Pandemie Centermaßnahmen

 Kontrollmaßnahmen Eingang ab 19.03.20: 

- Ein- und Ausgang getrennt, Kontrolle der Einlassbeschränkung Mall, Koordination des ungehinderten Zutritts von Nicht Marktkauf Kunden ins Center

Hinweise WC-Anlagen



 
 
 
	

	
Stand: 17.04.2020  6 

 

    											  
 
 
 
 -    Massagestühle wurden deutlich abgesperrt. 
 
 

 
 
− Kinderspielflächen ( innerhalb des Centers und im Außenbereich ) wurden außer Betrieb 

genommen und deutlich abgesperrt. 
 
 

    
 
 

CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.10  LIMITATION OF STAY OPTIONS
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to reduce the length of stay at malls and in 
stores and to create spaces for movement

 MEASURES:

→ blocking of Wi-Fi
→ blocking off of seating
→ blocking off of massage chairs
→ removal of product displays
→ removal of decorations

 
 
 
	

	
Stand: 17.04.2020  6 

 

    											  
 
 
 
 -    Massagestühle wurden deutlich abgesperrt. 
 
 

 
 
− Kinderspielflächen ( innerhalb des Centers und im Außenbereich ) wurden außer Betrieb 

genommen und deutlich abgesperrt. 
 
 

    
 
 

 children‘s play areas and lockers closed off blocking off of seating / rest areas in malls blocking off of seating / rest areas in malls  restricted places to rest at fountains



CONTROL OF VISITOR BEHAVIOR

2.11  PARKING MANAGEMENT
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 MEASURES:

→ use of floor stickers, screens, posters
→ the number of parking spaces should 
 be adapted to the permitted footfall
→ closed parking areas should be marked, 
 partial closures if necessary
→ separate parking areas for customers, 
 tenants, and staff are recommended
→ indication should be provided in parking
 areas regarding the fact that access
 to grocers / food discounters is only
 possible with shopping carts
→ separate entrance and exit from the
 parking garage / parking area to the
 shopping street to avoid direct, onco-
 ming contact. If necessary, open revolving 
 drum doors at times of high footfall.
→ separation of walking areas (in/out) by
 markings on floors, if necessary with 
 construction site markers, barrier tape,
 and signage at intersections and high-
 footfall points, such as the transition 
 from the parking area / parking garage 
 to the mall
→ control of staff traffic routes on busy 
 sales days, on both the center side and
 the tenant side

For safety-related reasons, many people are op-
ting to drive their own cars instead of using public 
transportation. In addition, the amount of delivery 
traffic has increased. A new need for temporary 
drop-off / pick-up zones has arisen. As a result, 
strategies for the use of parking areas allocated 
to shopping centers need to be adapted. Control 
of the overall visitor footfall as well as the manage-
ment of traffic routes can be achieved in a targe-
ted manner by means of parking management.

The social distancing rules and instructions on the 
use of masks should also be displayed in the par-
king areas. 

The increase in delivery and pick-up traffic caused 
by the severe restrictions imposed on retailers have 
contributed to the decision to establish temporary 
loading zones / parking areas for Click and Collect. 
Basic hygiene standards are also applicable in this 
case, which should be clearly communicated with 
the order and at the point of goods pickup.

 OBJECTIVE: 

to control the total number of visitors to each 
center via the limitation of parking spaces

Mach
mit!

MAX. ANZAHL

PERSONEN

Danke fürs Warten.

MAXIMAL

2 METER

Personenzahl begrenzt:

Abstand beachten:

Mach
mit!
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2.12  SPECIAL MEASURES IN STORES TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH SOCIAL DISTANCING RULES AND HYGIENE STANDARDS
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to ensure that all requirements are met within 
each store by means of a suitable hygiene 
and route guidance concept

 Internal communication of hygiene standards in the stores

So schützen Sie sich selbst, 
andere Kunden und unsere Mitarbeiter:

Gemeinsam sorgen wir für 
unsere Gesundheit
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Abstand halten: 
mindestens 1,5 Meter 
Distanz

Mund und Nase bedecken: 
mit einer medizinischen 
Maske (OP-Maske, Maske 
des Standards KN95/N95 
oder FFP2)

Hust- und Niesetikette 
einhalten: ins Taschentuch 
oder in den gebeugten 
Ellbogen

Bitte betreten Sie den 
Markt bei Anzeichen einer 
Covid-19-Erkrankung, wie 
Erkältungssymptomen 
oder Fieber, nicht.

 Provision of masks at central points  Targeted and separate hygiene rules in front of and in the stores are intended to strengthen and support protection against infection

Liebe Kundinnen, liebe Kunden,

damit wir weiterhin für Sie da sein können, gibt es 

behördliche Vorgaben, die wir beachten müssen. 

Aufgrund dieser Vorgaben ist das Betreten unseres 

dm-Marktes ab sofort nur noch gestattet, wenn Sie 

eine medizinische Maske 

(OP- Maske, Maske der 

Standards KN 95/N95 oder FFP2) 

tragen.

Gerne können Sie für den Einkauf eine eigene 

medizinische Maske verwenden. 

Vielen Dank, Ihr dm-Team

*Hinweis: Hierbei handelt es sich um Masken, die nicht den Träger vor einer

Ansteckung schützen, sondern die Dritte vor einer Ansteckung schützen sollen.

Es wird der Medizinproduktestandard EN14683 eingehalten. BFE ≥ 95%, 3 lagig,

Hersteller: Jiangsu Zhiyu Medical Instrument Co., Ltd.

Sollten Sie keine eigene medizinische Maske 

dabei haben, können Sie für 0,50 EUR eine neue 

medizinische Maske* bei uns erwerben.



HYGIENEMEASURES UND SCHUTZMEASURES

3.1  MEASURES IN STORES
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to ensure that all retailers take appropriate 
measures to meet the required hygiene stan-
dards; centers can provide central support, for 
example, by making protective masks for the 
mouth and nose available

 Perspex spit shields and dividers in stores  Mouth and nose mask with center logo  Provision of medical masks at central points  Notes on contactless payment options 

The current principle of the nationwide use of me-
dical masks on public transport and when shop-
ping is applicable. 

Service providers, craftsmen, and employees must 
also wear medical masks that cover their mouths 
and noses to set an example in customer areas.



HYGIENEMEASURES UND SCHUTZMEASURES

3.2  DISINFECTION AT TOUCH POINTS
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 Instruct cleaning staff to shorten cleaning and disinfection intervals, with a particular focus on important touch points: 

Handrails, door handles, elevator buttons, handles of shopping carts and shopping baskets

 The cleaning intervals of the general areas, the handrails on the parapets, escalators, doors, and customer restroom areas have been 

increased. According to the guideline, each area should be cleaned at least once after a maximum of three hours

 OBJECTIVE: 

to prevent new infections

 MEASURES TO BE TAKEN BY CENTERS:

→ disinfection of doors / door handles at 
 entrances and exits
→ disinfection of restroom doors and 
 entire restroom areas
→ disinfection of escalator handrails
→ disinfection of elevator buttons

 MEASURES TO BE TAKEN BY STORES:

→ disinfection of keyboards 
 (EC / credit card readers)
→ disinfection of shopping carts 
 and baskets



HYGIENEMEASURES UND SCHUTZMEASURES

3.2  DISINFECTION AT TOUCH POINTS
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 Provision of (contactless) disinfectant dispensers at the entrances and 

sanitary areas as well as at neuralgic points in malls

 Installation of disinfectant dispensers at the entrance areas of the 

respective stores

Seite 
11 Optimierung Kosten und kontaktlos 

Kostenoptimierung 
Desinfektionsmittel: 

Anschaffung berührungsloser 
sensorgesteuerter 
Desinfektionsspender 

Einsparung:  
43 € je Liter/Woche 
720 €/Woche 

Einsparung gesamt: 
1.208 €/Woche 
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3.2  DISINFECTION AT TOUCH POINTS
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 Installation of an innovative UV technology: Germ-free handrails through physical disinfection of hand-held and contact points  

(in the escalator area)

Seite 
12 geplante Schutzmaßnahmen 

Im September 2020 realisierte 
Schutzmaßnahmen 

Installation einer innovativen UV-
Technik: Keimfreie Handläufe 
durch physikalischer Desinfektion 
von  Halte- und Berührungs-
punkten (Einbau UV-Desinfek-
tionsmodule in Rolltreppen) 

Seite 
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As part of its battle against the spread of the coronavirus, 

Hamburg‘s Europa-Passage relies on a special coating and 

UV irradiation of surfaces and escalators. As a result, all esca-

lators, door handles, elevator buttons, and other surfaces of 

the shopping center are kept virtually germ-free. Therefore, 

the risk of infection – at least via contact with surfaces – in 

the public areas of Europa-Passage has been almost com-

pletely eliminated for customers, a spokeswoman told the 

Deutsche Presse-Agentur in Hamburg.

The special titanium dioxide coating, which was developed 

by a German start-up company, has been applied to 450 

square meters of surfaces. It is actively effective against ye-

asts, molds, and bacteria and has “significant effect against 

noroviruses”. Initial tests have also shown efficacy against vi-

ruses that belong to the corona group. Once applied, the 

coating should prevent microorganisms from growing on the 

surfaces for approximately one year.

In addition, a system has been installed on the escalators 

that uses high-performance UV lamps to render germs, bac-

teria, and viruses as well as fungi harmless within seconds by 

means of radiation.

GERM-FREE TECHNOLOGY



GASTRONOMY

  4  SPECIAL MEASURES FOR GASTRONOMY AREAS
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 DOWNLOAD-LINKS: 

“Hygiene and Safety Measures for Gastronomy and Gym Facilities” sample handbook

https://www.gcsp.de/files/gcsc/img/GC%20Academy/Muster-Handbuch%20Gastronomie%20und%20Fitness-Einrich-

tungen/GCSP%20Handbook%20Hygiene%20&%20Safety%20Gastro%20&%20Gym%20-%20english.pdf

Gastronomy and Gym Facilities Checklist Manual:

https://www.gcsp.de/files/gcsc/img/GC%20Academy/Muster-Handbuch%20Gastronomie%20und%20Fitness-Einrich-

tungen/GCSP%20Checklist%20Gastronomy%20-%20english.pdf

Vibrant marketplaces, shopping centers, and 
retail involve far more than just shopping. They 
constitute an evolved symbiosis of shopping, cul-
ture, encounters, and lingering. In that respect, 
the combination of retail and gastronomy is of 
particular importance. The magnitude and desire 
for such a pairing has become evident and pal-
pable throughout the current phase of stringent 
restrictions.

A separate, detailed “Sample Handbook on Hy-
giene and Safety Measures for Gastronomy and 
Gym Facilities” has been prepared on this issue, 
and it can be downloaded free of charge from our 
website.

 Also available free of charge online: Sample Handbook on Hygiene 

and Safety Measures for Gastronomy and Gym Facilities, including 

check list - also available in English



OPERATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION

  5  A SHOPPING CENTER PLAN ILLUSTRATES ALL MEASURES IN ORDER TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR EFFECT AS A WHOLE
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OTHER HYGIENE STANDARDS

  6  HYGIENE STANDARDS IN PERSONNEL, DELIVERY, AND SERVICE PROVIDER ENTRY AREAS
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 OBJECTIVE: 

to define routines for access to and stay at 
each property – for employees, service provi-
ders, and external companies

 MEASURES:

→ under the personal responsibility of the 
 employees – in the event of infection 
 symptoms: information and no access
→ attendance is documented by means 
 of duty rosters and, in extreme cases, 
 infection chains are traceable
→ service providers and suppliers document 
 their presence in the facility
→ masks must be worn when entering the 
 property in accordance with official 
 regulations
→ if necessary, provision of masks for per-
 sonnel in the entrance area
→ the use of an electronic temperature 
 measurement system and the associated 
 data storage is optimal
→ alternatively, for self-monitoring: tempe-
 rature monitoring using commercially 
 available electronic thermometers

 Example of a temperature control system in the staff entrance areah



OUTLOOK

  7  PROSPECTS AND MEASURES IN THE EVENT OF INCREASED INFECTION RATES
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Responsible person

Last name First name Telephone number 

Representative

Last name First name Telephone number 

Important telephone numbers

116 117

Responsible health authority:

Nearest general practitioners' office:

Nearest hospital:

Contact person for pandemic measures  

At the first signs of illness, in particular, a cough, fever, or 
breathing difficulties, contact your general practitioner by 
telephone. Do not go to work.

If such symptoms occur acutely during the working day, proceed 
as follows:

 

 1.  Offer the employee mouth-and-nose protection, and put on your 
own mouth-and-nose protection.

 

 2.  If possible, isolate the person in a separate room, and avoid contact with 
other people.

 3. Inform all relevant superiors.

 4.  Make a note of all of the people with whom the staff member has had 
direct contact at the workplace. Such information is important for 
determining the chains of infection and must be forwarded to the 
public health authority if necessary. As a matter of course, the 
responsible public health authority will also advise you regarding steps 
to be taken. 

-

5. The staff member should be sent home immediately and, after making 
an appointment by telephone, pay a visit to his/her general practitioner.

 6.  Thoroughly ventilate the room in which the staff member was located.

 7. Contact surfaces within the company (e.g., workplaces, toilets, door 
handles, keyboards, telephones) should be thoroughly cleaned by trained 
cleaning staff/personnel.

 8.  If the cause of the symptoms has not been clarified by a doctor, a return 
to work is recommended 14 days following the onset of the first symptoms, 
at the earliest.

 

Information 
• www.rki.de

• Flyers, notices, and print media on the subject of hygiene can be found at 
www.infektionsschutz.de.

• Information and addition practical assistance can be found at www.bgn.de/corona.

•  Flyer: “Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 – Suspicion/detection of illness in companies” 
www.dguv.de Webcode p021434

•  Flyer: “10 pandemic planning tips for companies” 
www.dguv.de Webcode p010323

 

•  Operational Pandemic Planning Handbook – second expanded and updated edition, 
published by the Federal Office for Civil Protection and the State Health Office of 
Baden-Württemberg

Created by: Released by: Status as of:

+ + + +  Infection Contingency Plan  + + + +

On-call medical service:

Measures Who Completed by when? Done? Comments

Determine who the contact person and the responsible person for pandemic measures 
should be, as well as their deputies, and ensure their availability.

If available, include employee representatives in the planning.

Prepare risk assessment for SARS-CoV-2, and involve the occupational safety specialist as 
well as the occupational health physician (for templates, see www.bgn.de/corona).

Procure the items specified in the risk assessment (mouth-and-nose protection, hand 
disinfectant, etc.).

Instruct staff members on the measures resulting from the risk assessment. 

Review the implementation and effectiveness of the risk assessment.

With regard to cleaning, define the frequency, the areas, and the agents to be used in 
a hygiene plan, and instruct the cleaning staff accordingly.

Provide instruction to staff members on hygienic behavior. (Materials can be found at 
www.infektionsschutz.de or www.dguv.de.)

Determine the procedure to be followed in the event of suspicion of illness / illness in the company, 
and instruct staff members and cleaning staff accordingly (see “Infection Contingency Plan”).

Ensure that all contact persons are identified and informed in the event of a suspected 
case of infection, in compliance with data protection (see “Infection Contingency Plan”).

Create a staff deployment plan, to include substitution rules and priority setting. Such 
planning will enable the company to continue working despite staff shortages.

As soon as a vaccine is available, inform staff members about the vaccination or offer 
it to them.

Created by: Released by: Status as of:
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Pandemieplan  SARS-CoV-2-Pandemie – Kurzversion –

Der SARS-CoV-2-Arbeitsschutzstandard sieht vor, dass der Arbeitgeber Maßnahmen festlegt,  
um Verdachtsfälle abzuklären und um bei bestätigten Infektionen Kontaktpersonen ermitteln  
und informieren zu können. Der nachfolgende Pandemieplan enthält die aus unserer Sicht  
wesentlichen Maßnahmen während der aktuellen Pandemiephase. 
Er muss ggf. an die betrieblichen Erfordernisse angepasst werden. Ausführliche Informationen 
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On-call medical service:
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On-call medical service:

Constant observation of the current development 
of the pandemic as well as consideration of recent 
and future findings is recommended, especially 
with regard to information provided by the Robert 
Koch Institute. The phase model presented at the 

beginning, as a recommended way of working, 
enables a rapid and flexible response to both posi-
tive and negative developments in the pandemic. 
For example: selected master plans for rapid res-
ponse in accordance with the phase models.
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MEMBER? 

  

Please contact  

Ingmar Behrens unter 

ibehrens@gcsp.de

CONFIDENCE – WE CAN DO THIS!
 


